HAPPY mapping is an in vitro approach for defining the order and spacing of DNA markers directly on native genomic DNA. This cloning-free technique is based on analysing the segregation of markers amplified from high molecular weight genomic DNA which has been broken randomly and 'segregated' by limiting dilution into subhaploid samples. It is a uniquely versatile tool, allowing for the construction of genome maps with flexible ranges and resolutions. Moreover, it is applicable to plant genomes, for which many of the techniques pioneered in animal genomes are inapplicable or inappropriate. We report here its demonstration in a plant genome by reconstructing the physical map of a 1.9 Mbp region around the FCA locus of Arabidopsis thaliana. The resulting map, spanning around 10% of chromosome 4, is in excellent agreement with the DNA sequence and has a mean marker spacing of 16 kbp. We argue that HAPPY maps of any required resolution can be made immediately and with relatively little effort for most plant species and, furthermore, that such maps can greatly aid the construction of regional or genome-wide physical maps.
Introduction
Genetic linkage maps have been constructed for many crop and plant species, using a combination of polymorphic phenotypes and phenotypically silent sequence polymorphisms (Ramsay et al ., 2000; Tanksley, 1993) . Such maps have served as a framework within which genes controlling monogenic and polygenic traits can be located and subsequently isolated (Buschges et al ., 1997; Cai et al ., 1997) , as a basis for comparative studies (Devos and Gale, 2000; Eckardt, 2001 ), a detailed analysis of plant genetic diversity (Russell et al ., 2000) and for crop improvement (Swanston et al ., 1999) .
Genetic mapping, however, has two inherent limitations.
First, its dependence on polymorphic loci prevents the mapping of chromosomal regions that are identical by descent (i.e. not polymorphic). Second, its resolution is severely limited, since the probability of recombination being observed over ever-shorter distances becomes vanishingly small. It is further confounded by recombination 'hot-spots' and segments of suppressed recombination, yielding maps with poor correlation between genetic and physical distances (Künzel et al ., 2000) .
The advent of physical mapping, based on the analysis of large insert clones such as YACs or BACs, has circumvented many of these drawbacks. 'Contigs' of overlapping cloned fragments are assembled to span a region or genome of interest, frequently as a prelude to genome sequencing. Thus, a physical map of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana was constructed (Mozo et al ., 1999) to enhance the genome sequencing effort, and physical maps are currently being made of many crop species (Budiman et al ., 2000; Klein et al ., 2000) . Such maps serve both as archives of genomic information and as substrates for sequencing. However, physical mapping is limited by the cloning process on which it relies: regions recalcitrant to cloning lead to uncloseable gaps, and rearranged or co-ligated fragments, or large repeated regions, can lead to distortions (Konfortov et al ., 2000) . Moreover, high levels of redundancy are required to ensure complete coverage.
For these reasons, it has been proposed that physical maps are most effective if they are built over an independently constructed 'scaffold' of sequence-tagged sites (STSs), both to guide their completion and to safeguard against errors. Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping has been successful, particularly in human and animal genomes, as a means of producing such scaffolds (Cox et al ., 1990) . RH mapping relies upon observing the segregation of STS markers amongst a panel of hybrid cells which contain a random subset of fragments from the genome of an irradiated 'donor' and the complete genome of a host cell line. RH panels require considerable effort to produce (even from mammalian genomes), and complications arise because the biological activity of donor fragments in the host cell lines biases their segregation. Furthermore, the presence of a host genome in the hybrids precludes the ability to map economical 'multiplex' generic markers such as AFLPs and RAPDs.
Many other approaches which have been central to the analysis of animal genomes remain impractical or unattractive in the context of plants.
It is therefore apparent that there is still a need for an economical and easy means of accurately mapping plant genomes. HAPPY mapping is an in vitro technique that circumvents the problems associated with in vivo methods such as genetic, physical and RH mapping. We argue here that it can be applied to almost any plant genome and that, depending upon the density of markers mapped, it can serve as an aid to marker-based selection, comparative genomics, gene isolation and physical mapping.
Principles of HAPPY mapping
The theory and principles of HAPPY mapping, initially proposed by Dear and Cook in 1989 (Dear and Cook, 1989) , have been discussed more recently by Dear and co-workers (Dear, 1997; Konfortov et al ., 2000; Piper et al ., 1998) . The rationale behind the method is outlined in Figure 1a . Briefly, genomic DNA is broken randomly by shearing or irradiation is extracted from cells (1) and broken randomly to give a pool of fragments (2). These are dispensed at limiting dilution into a series of aliquots -the mapping panel (3). The panel is screened by PCR to produce a table (4) showing the marker content of each aliquot. Linked markers (A,B) are found to co-segregate; remote markers (B,Z) do not. Co-segregation frequencies reflect marker-to-marker distances, allowing a map (5) to be computed. (B) Expanded view of marker screening using a three-step PCR. The protocol is illustrated for one aliquot of the mapping panel. All DNA in the sample is first preamplified > 100-fold using PEP. This material is diluted and split into subfractions for multiple rounds of screening. One subfraction is amplified in a multiplex PCR for many markers (Phase 1). The products of this reaction are then diluted and split again, and screened for individual markers (A, B, Z) in turn, using hemi-nested primers (Phase 2). Results are scored on gels, determining the marker content of the aliquot.
(and may also be size-fractionated) and then sampled at a limiting dilution into multiple aliquots to generate a mapping panel. Each aliquot is apportioned such that it contains less than one genome's worth of DNA fragments and can therefore be considered an in vitro analogue of a radiation hybrid cell, containing a random subset of genomic fragments.
The mapping panel is screened by PCR (Figure 1b) to determine which markers are present in each member. If two markers lie physically very close together in the genome, they will seldom suffer an intervening break and will therefore tend to co-segregate. Conversely, remote markers will invariably be broken apart, and hence segregate independently.
Therefore, co-segregation frequencies reflect the physical proximity between any pair of markers; analysis of all pairwise distance estimates allows the map to be calculated.
It will be clear from the above discussion that the useful resolution and range of a HAPPY mapping panel depends upon the mean size of the DNA fragments, which is under experimental control. Crudely speaking, a panel will be able to resolve the order of markers over distances as small as ≈ 0.1 times the mean fragment size; more closely spaced markers will co-segregate almost completely and hence cannot be resolved. Conversely, it will detect the linkage between markers which are separated by up to ≈ 0.8 times the mean fragment size; more widely spaced markers do not significantly co-segregate. Therefore, by controlling the degree of fragmentation of the DNA, panels may be created of any desired range or resolution.
HAPPY mapping is analogous both to genetic linkage analysis (which measures the frequency of meiotic recombination between markers) and to RH mapping (which measures the frequency of radiation-induced breaks in chromosomes).
HAPPY mapping, however, possesses all the advantages of RH mapping (ability to map monomorphic markers; flexible resolution), but none of the drawbacks -it is immune to the biases caused by the biological activity of the DNA fragments, to cloning artefacts, or to the effects of chromosome structure. Constructing and screening a HAPPY mapping panel is relatively simple, and only small quantities of DNA are needed (Dear, 1997) . In contrast to genetic maps, HAPPY maps are truly metric, showing a strong correlation between map distance and physical distance. HAPPY mapping's utility has been demonstrated in human Walter et al ., 1993) and in a range of animal genomes (Konfortov et al ., 2000; Piper et al ., 1998) .
In this paper, we report its evaluation for high throughput, high resolution mapping in plants. We describe the mapping of a set of markers from a 1.9 Mbp region surrounding the Arabidopsis thaliana FCA locus (Bevan et al ., 1998) . We conclude that HAPPY mapping is a uniquely valuable addition to currently available plant genome mapping tools.
Results and discussion
The FCA region of A. thaliana was chosen as a test-bed for demonstrating HAPPY mapping for three reasons: it represented a small but significant proportion of the genome (1.9 Mbp, or ≈ 1.6% of the genome), providing a stringent test for the correct regional assignment of markers; it had been physically mapped with YACs and BACs; and it had been one of the earliest regions to be sequenced and annotated, allowing us to test the accuracy of the HAPPY map down to the base-pair level. The region is also of biological significance (the FCA locus being a gene which controls flowering time), and hence has some of the characteristics of other regions in which high resolution mapping would be important.
Chromosomal distribution of markers used in this study
The locations of the 120 STS markers which were used in this study were selected essentially at random across the 1.9 Mbp genome sequence encompassing FCA, with distances between adjacent markers ranging from < 0.5 kbp to > 45 kbp. It should be noted that the pulsed-field gel from which this panel was taken could also have furnished much larger fragments, suitable for detecting linkage over longer distances. In previous studies , we have used such gels to prepare panels with ranges of > 1 Mbp.
High molecular weight

Pre-amplification of mapping panel
Primer extension PCR (PEP) was used as the first stage in the marker scoring process, pre-amplifying all sequences in each aliquot of the mapping panel by ≈ 100-fold ( Figure 1b ). We had previously found (Konfortov et al ., 2000; Piper et al ., 1998 ) that the PEP of very small amounts of DNA (on the order of 0.1 pg) is more efficient if the reactions are supplemented with ≈ 1-2 pg of 'carrier' DNA. Accordingly, our PEP reactions (each containing ≈ 0.08 pg of Arabidopsis DNA) were supplemented with ≈ 1.5 pg of human DNA.
If mapping panels prepared in this manner were to be typed for 'non-specific' markers such as RAPDs or AFLPs, there would be no way to distinguish markers arising from the target genome ( Arabidopsis ) from those arising from the carrier DNA (human). It should be possible to overcome this problem by replacing the human carrier with simplesequence DNA, although we have not tested this. However, most genomes for which HAPPY mapping would be considered are much larger than that of Arabidopsis , and the use of carrier DNA does not appear to be necessary when PEP is performed on correspondingly larger DNA Samples.
Marker-typing
Markers in the mapping panel were detected by a two-phase hemi-nested PCR (Figure 1b) . Phase-1 PCRs were multiplexed, using up to 40 pairs of external primers simultaneously.
Sub-samples of the phase-1 products were then screened for one marker at a time, using the appropriate forwardinternal and reverse primer pair. Since the initial PEP products can be split into ≈ 40 subfractions, and since up to 40 markers were multiplexed in each phase-1 PCR, this procedure allows us to type ≈ 1600 markers on any one mapping panel. However, more recent studies on a variety of genomes have shown that ≥ 400 markers may be multiplexed in the phase-1 PCR without loss of efficiency. Accordingly, at least 16 000 (40 × 400) markers could be typed using a single PEPamplified panel. There is no indication that 400 markers is the upper limit for multiplexing, and hence it is likely that even more could be mapped.
Of the 120 markers typed, 107 yielded clear (first-rate) results. Ten gave second-rate results (weak bands or anomalously low numbers of positives) and were discarded from further analysis. Only three failed to yield any results. Secondrate markers and failures were not re-examined to identify reasons for failure; however, the majority of these were markers for which primers had been designed by Primer3 rather than HOSP, suggesting that most failures were due to avoidable primer design weaknesses. All negative controls were clean, suggesting little or no contamination during the preparation or screening of the panel.
Analysis of the results for the first few markers indicated that the mean DNA content of the panel was ≈ 0.7 genomes per aliquot (GPA); analysis of all results gave a figure of 0.69 GPA.
LOD and linkage analysis
Results were scored and analysed as described in Experimental procedures. The entire set of 107 first-rate markers formed a single linkage group at a significance threshold of LOD = 5.0. Hence, HAPPY mapping was able to correctly coassign all markers to a tightly defined (< 2%) region of the genome, meeting the first requirement for correct 'global positioning' of markers. The lod scores and θ -values were used to compute the HAPPY map using the distance geometry algorithm described by Newell et al . (1995) . The HAPPY map and its correspondence with the DNA sequence is presented in Figure 2 .
Comparison of the HAPPY map with genomic sequence
The sequence of the contiguous 1.9 Mbp region enabled the comparison of local marker order and spacing to be made over distances which were much smaller than the In summary, we have shown that the mapping panel provided results which met or exceeded the expected ≈ 50 kbp resolution. It is important to note that, in this and in earlier studies, we find no errors which can be attributed to peculiarities of sequence, chromosome structure or genome. Such maps can be used to gain information directly from genomic DNA at a level which is comparable to that achieved by a detailed restriction analysis of cloned DNA fragments or by sequencing, and are more than adequate to serve as robust frameworks for physical mapping.
In this study (data not shown) and other contexts (Konfortov et al ., 2000; Walter et al ., 1993) , we have shown that HAPPY mapping panels produced with smaller DNA fragments can obtain resolution at the kilobase level.
Such maps unambiguously order dense clusters of markers and can guide the assembly of data produced by wholegenome shotgun sequencing or by the subcloning of large-insert clones.
HAPPY mapping of plant genomes: some general considerations
The size and complexity of many plant genomes continues to be regarded as an obstacle to their analysis. Current models of genome evolution involve repeated rounds of genome duplication followed by progressive gene loss, and expansion resulting from the activity of retrotransposable elements (Gaut et al ., 2000; Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999) . Such models explain the very high proportion of gene families and noncoding repetitive DNA found in plant genomes. Indeed, the general picture that is emerging of many large plant genomes is that of a vast landscape of essentially featureless (noncoding) repetitive DNA interspersed with densely populated gene islands (Moore, 2000) . This conflict can be resolved in one of three ways. First, if a few unique-sequence markers can be found in the featureless inter-island tracts, then a shorter-range panel will suffice to link them (and the islands) together, while still resolving the dense cluster of markers within each gene-rich island.
Second, if no suitable markers can be found between widely spaced islands, the genome can be tackled using two mapping panels: a long-range panel to link and order the islands, and a shorter-range panel to map markers within each island. In all instances therefore, it becomes possible to produce accurate HAPPY maps of the complete genome or of the interesting gene-rich regions. Relative to other approaches, HAPPY mapping is technically non-demanding. It is not subject to the biological distortions that afflict in vivo techniques, is less severely impeded by the repetitive elements and duplications which characterize many plant genomes, and is highly flexible in the range and resolution which it affords.
We see two main roles for HAPPY mapping in plant genomics. In many genomes it will serve as a 'stand-alone' technique, defining the location of genes, arbitrary sequences and polymorphic markers. It will refine genetic maps, aiding the search for quantitative trait loci and genes of commercial significance and provide guidance for markerassisted breeding programmes. In this context, it will also be a valuable comparative tool, as it is the only technique which does not require the creation and maintenance of an extensive set of resources (clones, radiation hybrids or multigeneration families) for each genome to be mapped. Markers which have been successfully mapped on one genome can, at little additional cost, immediately be mapped on other cultivars or on closely related species.
The second role for HAPPY mapping will be as an aid to physical mapping and genome sequencing, either regional or global. A relatively low-resolution HAPPY map will suffice to anchor large-insert clones in the genome, regardless of the presence of intervening uncloneable or repeated sequences which would confound conventional contig assembly. At higher resolution, HAPPY maps can directly aid the assembly of regional or genome-wide DNA sequence data. Indeed, it can be seen that the map produced in this study would be of adequate resolution to position, align and orientate largeinsert clones such as BACs (which are typically similar in size to the FCA contigs spanning the region), as well as to reveal any major deletions, rearrangements or co-ligations within the clones.
In the results presented above we offer an illustration of the HAPPY mapping strategy for preparing high resolution maps of plant chromosomal DNA. We show that a PEPamplified mapping panel can be easily prepared, and enables the mapping of thousands or tens of thousands of markers.
We have demonstrated the accuracy of such mapping at two levels: perfect assignment of markers to a defined region within the genome; and exceptional agreement between the computed marker order and that known from the DNA sequence, surpassing in most cases the expected ≈ 50 kb resolution of the mapping panel.
Based on these results, and on our experience with other genomes, we propose that HAPPY mapping in its current form has great potential for the high resolution mapping of plant genomes in general and particularly for preparing maps of entire 'smaller' (≤ 1000 Mbp) plant genomes. The HAPPY mapping protocol as described offers immediate and immense benefits of cost and speed, and should accelerate the comparative analysis of plant genomes. 
Experimental procedures
Panel pre-amplification and marker typing
The scoring of markers on the mapping panel involved three steps: pre-amplification; multiplexed amplification (phase-1);
and hemi-nested marker-specific amplification (phase-2) (Figure 1b ).
Pre-amplification was carried out using PEP (primer extension preamplification) with a random 15-mer primer (Zhang et al., 1992) . Rigorous precautions were taken at all steps prior to phase-2 to exclude contaminating DNA (Dear and Cook, 1989) .
Checking the DNA content of the mapping panel 
Data entry and analysis
The results of marker typing were scored manually (as positive, negative or ambiguous for each aliquot for each marker) using a graphical data entry program (GELENTER;
unpublished PhD). Based on the quality of the results (the intensity of the bands and the proportion of aliquots scored as 'positive'), each marker was designated as 'first-' or 'secondrate'. Only first-rate markers were used in the subsequent analysis.
Pair-wise lod and θ values, reflecting, respectively, the likelihood of linkage between any two markers and the probability of a break between them (which reflects physical distance) were calculated as described in Dear et al. (1998) , and the markers sorted into linkage groups (programs LODULATOR and LONTIG; unpublished PhD). Maps were computed from these pair-wise data using a distance geometry algorithm (Newell et al., 1995) as described in Dear et al. (1998) .
Finally, map distances were re-scaled linearly in accordance with the known total size of the mapped region.
